
QUALIFYING EXAMINATION, Part 1

, 2:00 PM - 5:0O PM, Thursday September 2,2OLO

- Attempt all parts of all four problems.

Please begin your answer to each problem on a separate sheet, write your 3 digit code
and the problem number on each sheet, and then number and staple together the sheets
for each problem. Each problem is worth 100 points; pa,rtial credit will be given.

Calculators may NOT be used.
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of the matrix M below.

(0<a<1) .

integrand to

bative result

eigenvectors

(a) Evaluate 1 up to the a2 term by e

(b) EvaJuate 1 by contour integration

Hint: substitute z: eid.

(c) Compare the exact result in (b) u

2. Find the eigenvalues and three ort
(30 points)

Prot¡lem 1: Mathematical Methods

1. Consider the integral

r2n (1,0T: I
Jn I + ¿cosá

.:(ij, +)
3. The function F(ø) is defined by

"("): [r#] lry-q+'4]
Evaluate

F(o) : nqr(r) ' (20 Points)



Problem 2: Classical Mechanics

A charged bead of mass m and electric cha,rge q is threaded on a circular massless and
frictionless hoop of radius A. The hoop rotates with angular velocity Q a¡ound a vertical
z axis and sits in a vertical gravitational field of acceleration g. A second, stationary
cha.rge g is placed along the z axis at a distance rÌ below the bottom of the hoop. Use as

generalized coordinate the angle 0 between the bead and the vertical z axis (see figure).
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(a) Using a cartesian laboratory frame whose origin is at the center of the hoop, write
down the transformation equations expressing the cartesian coordinates r,y,z in terms
of the generalized coordinate 9. (10 points)

(b) Using your results from part (a) show that the kinetic energy of the bead is

r : !*,Pz¡¡z + f22 sin2 d) .
2

energy as a function of d, recalling that the electrostatic

V""": ki (k > 0) ,

where r : R(5 * 4cos0)1/2 is the dista¡ce between the static charge and the bead. (15
points)

(c) Write down the Lagrangian of the bead and derive the corresponding Euler-Lagrange
equation for d. (25 points)

AÌso calculate its potential
contribution has the form



(d) To simplify the algebra set O2 : ff. Stto* that there are always two 'trivial' equilib-
rium positions 0o :0,r for the bead (not necessarily stable) but that, for a certain ra,nge

of ihe (dimensionless) ratio 
t^^2

rto9
mgR2

there will be an additional non-trivial equilibrium position. Find the cotresponding range

for I where this solution exists and express this new equilibrium position in terms of À.

(25 points)

(e) Returning to the exact Lagrangian of part (c), calculate the Hamiltonian of the bead as

a function of á and its conjugate ca¡ronical momentum pd. Is this Hamiltonian a conserved
quantity ? Is it equal to the energy of the bead ? (25 points)



Problem 3: Electromagnetism I

A thin nonconducting rod of iength -L carries a uniformly distributed charge Ç and is
oriented along the z-axis (see figure).

(a) Find the electrostatic potential Õ due to the charged rod for any point on the z-axis
with z > .L/2. (35 points)

(b) Find Õ(r, d) for all lrl > Lf 2, wherc r and 0 are the usual spherical coordinates. Note
that since this problem has azimuthal symmetry, Õ is independent of þ. (45 poinis)

Hint: the general solution to Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates in the presence

of azimuthal symmetry is

tta/D\

Þ(r,o): I (a,"' + Ï!) etkosÉD ,

f :{j '

where A¿,8¡ are constants and P¿ are Legendre polynomials. Also

P¿(1):1.

(c) Check your result in (b) in the limit r >> -L. (20 points)



Problem 4: Electromagnetisrn II

1. A thin cylindricaÌ shell of ¡adius a, height -L and constant surface charge density a
rotates along the cylinder aús at a constant frequency ø (see figure).

(a) Calculate Lhe magnetic field B along l,he symmetry axis z of the cylinder as a function
of z. Assume the cylinder is centered at z:0 (35 points).

Hint:

[ ---]-¿" + consr.J ço'¡ r'1"¡'-- - a'JF¡7 -'

(b) Consider a circular wire ring carrying a current. What is the single condition on the
current and ring radius that will ensure that the same magnetic field is reproduced by
the ring as by the rotating cylinder in pa.rt (a) at Iarge z (z >> a, L)? Note that it is not
necessary to take explicitly the limit of the expression you found in (a) (10 points)

(c) Does the rotating cyÌindrical shell emit electromagnetic radiation? (5 points)



2. A conducting loop of radius a, resistance Ã, and moment of inertia 7 is rotating around
an axis in the plane of the loop, initially at an angular frequency ø6. A uniform static
magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to the rotation axis (see figure).

(a) What is the initial kinetic energy of the loop? (5 points)

(b) Calculate the rate of kinetic energy dissipation, assuming it all goes into Joule heating
of the loop resistance (30 points).

(c) In the limit that the change in energy per cycle is small, derive the diflerential equation
that describes the time dependence of the angular velocity ø. How long will it take for c¿

to fall to Lle of its initial value? (15 points)

Hint: In the above limit you can replace the instantaneous rate of energy dissipation by
its average va.lue over a cycle.
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QUALIFYING EXAMINATION, Part 2

9:00 AM - noon, Fliday September 3, 2010

Attempt all parts of all four problems.

Please begin your ansv/er to each problem on a separate sheet, write your 3 digit code

and the problem number on each sheet, and then number and staple together the sheets

for each problem. Each problem is worth 100 points; pa.rtial credit will be given.

Calculators may NOT be used.



Problem 1: Quantum Mechanics I

1. A (Stern-Gerlach) magnet with E : 82 (2 is a unit vector along the z direction) is
used to separate a beam of spin 7f2 atoms into spin up atoms in the state l*) such that
¿l+) : fil2l+) anð. spin down atoms in the state l-) such that S.l-) -- -hlzl-). Here

the operator ,S, i. th" z-component of the spin angular momentr- ,í: @",5",5,)

(a) The direction of the magnetic field is suddenly switched from 2 to 2', where 2'
is a unit vector definerl through the polar angle d and the azimuthal angle þ: 2' :
(sin d cos /, sin I sin /, cos d). What are the eigenvaJues of S., : .d . á'? Determine the
eigenstate lz', +) associated with spin up along 2' as ¿ linea¡ combination of l+) and l-).
(30 points)

Hint: it is convenient to use the spinor eigenvector notation:

t+):(å) ""0 r-):(?)
(b) A measurement of ,9, is carried out on an atom in the state lz', *). What a,re the
probabilities that this measurement yields the valtes Xh,f2. (20 points)

2. Consider a spinless charged particle in a magnetic freld .É: V *.4. tfr" Hamiltonian
takes the form

where e and r¿ are the charge and mass of the pa,rticle, respectively, and 1: @",þr,p")
is the momentum conjugate to the pa,rticle's position r-. Let Ã: -Byâ corresponding to
a constant magnetic freld B2 (â: and 2 are unit vectors along ø and z directions.)

(a) Prove that p, and p, are constants of the motion. (20 points)

(b) It follows from (a) that the corresponding eigenfunction of I1 is of the form:

,þ(x,A, r) -- "it'n"-'c'tìn41n¡ 
,

where p" andp, are constants. Derive the eigenvalue equation satisfied by þ and determine
the quantum energy levels of 11. Provide a classical interpretation of the corresponding
eigenstates. (30 points)

H : *(f;- zÃø)'



Problem 2: Quantum Mechalics II

This problem is focused on approximate methods in quantum mechanics.

1. Consider a particle with cha,rge q and mass rn in a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
potential described by the Hamiltonian 116 : fi + f,mu2 x2 (where ø is the coordinate
and p is the momentum operator). An external elect¡ic field ð is applied in the positive z
direction which adds to I/6 the potential V (r) : -qbr.

(a) Use perturbation theory to calculate the first- and second-order shifts in the energy
levels. (40 points)

Hint: it is convenient to use creation and annihilation operators, al and a, defined by

(b) This problem can be solved exactly. Find the exact eigenvalues and compare them
with the perturbative result in (a). (15 points)

2. An electron of mass rn is moving in a Coulomb potential V (r) -- -*. Consider the
following (unnormalized) variational wave function in spherical coordinates r,9, þ

Q(r,0,þ;b): s-h" ,

v¡here b is a variational parameter.

(a) Argue that Õ has a good orbitai angular momentum l. What is the vàlue of I ? (5
points)

(b) Use Õ to evaluate a va¡iational upper bound to the ground-state energy. (40 points)

Hint:

[* ,^._r"¿r: _1 .n1
J o Lrn+r



Problem 3: Statistical Mechanics I

Degenerate Fermi gas is of great importance for understanding the properties of white
dwarfs, neutron stars and the electron gas in metals. In this problem, we consider the
physics of white dwarfs and neutron sta.rs, in which strong gravitational force is bal¿nced

by the degeneracy pressure of electrons arÌd neutrons, respectively.

Consider a perfect Fermi gas at zero temperature composed of.ly' particles of mass rn
and spin-l/2 contained in a cubical box of volume V.

(a) Show that the Fermi energy of the system is given by

L2
ILer: ,_\3r'O)"'" ,

where p: /{V is the number density of particles. (20 points)

(b) Show that the condition for the gas to be non-relativistic is (10 points)

ps(ry\' .\n/
You may ignore constants of order unity.

(c) Show that the total kinetic energy of a non-relativistic Fermi gas is given by

E^, : C1M5/3 lR2,

where R is the linear dimension of the gas and M is its total mass. It is not necessary to
eva,luate the proportionality constant Ø in this expression. (20 points)

(d) Show that a non-relativistic gas of fixed mass M can aÌways find an equilibrium size -R6

such that the sum of its kinetic and gravitationd energies is minimized. Use dimensional
arguments to estimate the gravitational energy as a function o1 M arrd,Ì. (15 points)

(e) Express the total kinetic energy -Ð."1 of a reÌativistic gâs âs â function of M and,. R.
It is not necessary to determine the proportiona,lity constânt in this expression. Assume
the extrerne relativistic limit where the rest mass can be set to zero. (20 points)

(f) Show that for a relativistic gas there exists a criticâl mass M" above which gravitational
collapse occurs. M" is called the Chand,raselchar mrass, and it sets the mass of white dwarfs
and neutron stars. (15 points)



Problem 4: Statistical Mechanics II

Consider a photon gas enclosed in a volume V a¡rd in equitibrium at temperature ?.

(a-) What is the chemical potential of the gas? Explain why. (10 points)

(b) Calculate the free energy F of the photon gas as a function of ? and V from
F = -kTInZ, where Z is its partition function and use it to find its entropy,g. You
ûrå,y use the relation S : - @F/AT)'.. You do not need to eva,luate the proportionality
constants (except for their overa.ll sign) in the expressions for tr' and ,S. (25 points)

(c) The photon gas undergoes a,n ad,i,abati,c quasi-static expansion such that its volurne
is doubled (Vt : 2V). Find the final temperature Tt of the gas in terms of its initial
temperature 7. (20 points)

(d) Derive the equation of state

PV:+8,
whe¡e of the p is the pressure and .E is the energy of the photon gas. (25 points)

Hint: use the relation p: kT (W) r. Integration by parts may also be useful.

(e) Show that the equation of state in (d) holds for any non-interacting gas of identical
particles o1 zero rest mass, irrespective of their statistics. (20 points)

Hint: while it is possible to follow a method simiÌar to (d) for either bosons or fermions,
a shorter derivation starts from

where e, is the energy of single-particle state r and (n,") is the average occupation of state
r. The dependence of e on l/ is determined from the dispersion ¡elation (i.e., the relation
expressing the energy e versus momentum ñ,k) and the quantization condition on k.

':Ð(-#)'"'' '


